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1. DPAdmin and DataPower Deployment
This document walks the user through the various deployment topologies using
DPAdmin. The goal here is to adapt to various network layouts at a customer site.
DPAdmin can be deployed internally to manage DataPower devices in a trusted zone, as
well as outside the network to manage devices located at different Data Centers located
geographically apart.
1.1. Typical DPAdmin Topology

Figure 1
Before we step into the DPAdmin topology it is important to understand how
DPAdmin interacts with DataPower devices and what are the minimum requirements for
this communication.
Protocol
DPAdmin uses SOAP over HTTPS to talk to DataPower devices. From the
DataPower standpoint, XML Management port needs to be open for DPAdmin needs.
Also DPAdmin uses both SOMA as well as AMP public APIs provided by IBM
WebSphere DataPower. It uses AMP for most common administrative functions like
Update Firmware, Reboot Device etc. and SOMA for mainly configuration management
type of functions.
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Security
DPAdmin uses the DataPower users/groups for authentication/authorization and
uses Authentication on top of HTTPS for all its communication with DataPower devices.
This means that no additional user repository is needed for DPAdmin. It is however
recommended to create users/groups for use by DPAdmin to control actions that can be
taken by developers vs. administrators. For automation purposes, DPAdmin provides an
XML to store multiple device information which uses encryption for all local storage of
passwords.
Internal Deployment of DPAdmin
DPAdmin can be deployed on developer/administrator windows workstations or
can be installed on a Linux/AIX server in a trusted zone as shown in Figure 1. Windows
installation is more common from what we see at field for development environments
and Linux/AIX for Staging and up.
Developer Use from Windows Machines
Developers can use DPAdmin on a day to day basis for uploading files/folders during
development, clearing cache and configuration management. Also DPAdmin provides
ways to manage various DataPower objects directly from developer workstations using
an interactive menu driven interface. It is required to have XML Management Port open
for Development DataPower devices to developer workstations for this type of model to
work.
Deployment to QA, Staging and Production Devices
It is recommended to use a server based (Linux/AIX) DPAdmin installations for
deployments to QA and up. This can prevent accidental updates to any of the
environments from QA and up from developer workstations. Also it is recommended to
have the Port for QA, Staging and Production XML Managements Ports for DataPower
open only to DPAdmin servers for security purposes.
Typically the server based DPAdmin installations are used for administration as well as
Configuration Management functions.
DPAdmin scripts allows a user to make deployments and administrative commands to
single or multiple datapower devices using a single script. This falls under cluster
deployment scenarios using DPAdmin.
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External Deployment of DPAdmin
DPAdmin can be deployed outside a trusted zone and is very helpful when
services are deployed in multiple data centers for High Availability Disaster Recovery
(HADR) models. DPAdmin as you know uses HTTPS for its communication and hence it
is required to have XML Management Port open to the cloud using firewall based
security to control any invalid connections to DataPower. For higher security VPN based
connections can also be used for these type of models.

Figure 2.
Figure 2. shown above shows a cloud based deployment using DPAdmin where
DPAdmin is responsible for administration and configuration management of the cloud
of DataPower devices located at various Data Centers. DPAdmin can deploy
configurations to one or more devices located in one or more Data Centers using a single
script. This allows service deployments for happening in parallel to multiple data centers
reducing deployment and down time. Also DPAdmin uses write once and deploy
anywhere approach for its scripts. This saves a lot of time and effort in the long run by
reducing the time taken for deployments as well as complexity.
If you have any questions regarding DataPower deployments using DPAdmin
please feel free to contact us.
Email: dpadmin@isoagroup.com
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